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THE MONEY CONSCIOUSNESS PYRAMID 
How to Make Peace with Money So You Can Be Visible and Get Clients! 

  

‘Money is visible to you when you’re visible to money’ 

 

For several years now, I’ve been researching the subject of our relationship with money and 

self-worth. Through reading books, listening to other people ideas, and experimenting my 

own inspirations, I’ve managed to establish a Money Consciousness Pyramid that helps me 

and my clients to envision money as it is REALLY. 

 

They are 4 Money Consciousness levels in the Pyramid, and if you decide to balance all of 

them within yourself, this balance will show outside of yourself, under the forms of PEACE, 

LOVE, VISIBILITY, CLIENTS, and MONEY of course. 

 

Read on if you want to know the TRUTH ABOUT MONEY and use it to  

MAKE PEACE WITH MONEY to BE VISIBLE AND GET CLIENTS 
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THE MONEY CONSCIOUSNESS PYRAMID 
How to Make Peace with Money So You Can Be Visible and Get Clients! 

 

 

  
• SERVE (oneself and others)

• UNITY

• Highest emotions: compassion, surrender, letting go

• ACCEPTANCE state

• UNLIMITED freedom, UNLIMITED power

• You are visible, and are not looking to be ; o)
MONEY
IS YOU

• BE

• UNITY

• Higher emotions: well-being, passion love and 
appreciation, gratitude, Grace

• PEACE state

• Total freedom, GREAT power

• You shine and get visible just from being who you 
are

MONEY IS 
UNCONDITIONAL 

LOVE

• DO

• DUALITY
Emotional roller-coaster: optimism, 
relief, hope, anticipation, then 
frustration, fear, doubt, and even 
negativity

• GUILT state

• More freedom, More power

• You want to be more visible, and you DO 
something about it

MONEY IS ENERGY

• HAVE

• DUALITY

• Low emotions: frustration, fear, 
doubt, negativity

• VICTIMY state

• No freedom, No power

• You're hiding, and don’t want to 
be visible

MONEY IS SOLID
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1. MONEY IS SOLID  

At this primary level, you believe what you see. You see money as something solid, as 

coins, bills, paper, silver, or gold.  

You fall easily in the duality trap then: you either HAVE money or you DON’T HAVE money. 

The emotions at that level are making you feel bad most of the time: frustration, fear (of 

lack, of losing money, of being robbed, of succeeding also ;o), doubt, depression, 

negativity… 

Your sense of FREEDOM and POWER is null: it’s the VICTIMY state. Everything that 

happens is the fault of others or of the world. You think that you have NO POWER on 

anything in your life. You submit to it passively, and are waiting for someone to come and 

save you (the government, the ‘rich people’, God/Spirit/Universe) and when you receive no 

help, you get aggressive and defensive.  

 

And you surely don’t want to be visible. You’re hiding in a corner and are angry at 

everybody who dares to be visible. 
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2. MONEY IS ENERGY  

This second more advanced level of Money Consciousness enables you to see under the 

surface.  

 

You’re starting to seize and perceive that there’s something more than what you see. The reality 

in front of you gets more depth, and you can start to imagine and accept that what seems solid 

isn’t. That it is energy, with a specific frequency color, that attracts or repels what you want. You 

see money as that energy too. Neutral energy that gets influenced by YOUR thoughts and 

focus. 

You’re still imprisoned in duality because you feel that YOU ATTRACT OR REPEL MONEY 

according to what you DO in front of it. Your focus is on ‘behaving well’ so that you attract or 

manifest what you want. You judge yourself as DOING GOOD or DOING BAD. 

The emotions at that second level are a little bit nicer to feel because you know you want to feel 

good most of the time, in order to be magnetic: optimism, relief, hope, anticipation… But then, 

you continuously glide from these to frustration, fear, doubt, and even negativity sometimes. 

Your sense of freedom and power is better: you feel FREER and MORE RESPONSIBLE of 

what happens to you, mostly, and course-correct your ACTIONS on a regular basis.  

You feel some POWER on most of the occurrences of your lives. You start to act deliberately on 

your mindset, but you are still waiting for someone to save you when money is short and 

everything you DO is not yielding the results you want. Then, you often are in guilt mode (I’m 

doing everything I was told, with no results. I must be doing something wrong?)  

 

You want to be more visible and start to look at ways to develop that side of your life and 

business. You DO something about it.  

http://loveandmoneyalchemy.com/
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3. MONEY IS 

UNCONDITIONAL LOVE  

This third advanced level of 

Money Consciousness brings you 

even further down under the 

surface of solid reality, into the 

internal realms of your BEing. 

You now know for sure that 

there’s something GREATER 

than what you see. The reality in 

front of you gets exploded in your 

mind into a myriad of light 

particles because you KNOW 

FOR SURE that everything solid 

is LIGHT AND LOVE above all. 

You feel that unconditional Loving Energy increasingly throughout your day. You FEEL 

immediately when you attract or repel what you want. And you perceive money as that Loving 

Energy that permeates every exchange you experiment in your life: with clients, with partners, 

with family members, with clerks, with cashiers, with bankers, with the tax administration…  

YOUR thoughts are ONLY about BEING LOVE, and MONEY BEING LOVE. Thus, you enter the 

world of Unity, BEING LOVE when offering bills or coins to the people who have offered you 

some product or service. Your focus is on ‘BEING LOVE’ most of the time, FOR NO REASON 

AT ALL! Just because it feels food, and it has become your new nature. You enjoy watching 

yourself BE. 

The emotions at that higher level are so great to feel because these are the feeling closest to 

the vibration of the Universe: well-being, passion love and appreciation, gratitude, Grace. 

You spend most of your time naturally in these high-level emotions. And sometimes, being 

human, you fall back into less nicer feelings, and you ACCEPT it. These are as perfect, just as 

the ones you’ve become accustomed to. 

Your sense of FREEDOM is on TOP: you start to feel like you are a less limited person than you 

thought you were, freed from lots of the worldly limitations.  You feel responsible for what 

happens to you, and when you fall back into lower emotions, you know your soul is offering you 

a new BIG LEAP to be made. And you give yourself the time you need to get back on track 

emotionally, and BE that leap so it can occur in your life. 

You feel GREAT POWER on most of the occurrences of your lives. You align your mindset 

consciously and deliberately, and you surrender to GOD or the UNIVERSE or the GREAT 

FORCE, when you feel in need of help. Results don’t mean anything to you anymore. Only your 

Love and Presence to the world. 

You are in PEACE mode, most of the time. 

You shine and get visible just from BEING who you are. Clients, money, opportunities, new 

income streams come to you and your path to VISIBILITY is wide open!  

http://loveandmoneyalchemy.com/
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4. MONEY IS YOU - and 

YOU ARE MONEY, AND 

ALL! 

This ultimate level of Money 

Consciousness shows you 

the path to your inner 

WISDOM. You ARE. You 

don’t question anything about 

money or any other areas of 

your life. YOU KNOW that 

you are ONE with everything 

manifested in the world, and 

thus with money too. 

The subject of money doesn’t 

even come to your mind 

anymore, because you’ve 

developed a state of being that makes you ONE with everything that you think and imagine. 

You are LOVE, LIGHT and MONEY. You are your clients, your partners, your family 

members, the clerks, the cashiers, the bankers, the tax administration, the government, the 

President, the Queen, or the King of your country. 

Your thoughts and focus are ONLY on SERVING. You live in the world of UNITY, just BEing 

and serving. 

The emotions at that highest level are even greater to feel: compassion, surrender, letting 

go. 

You spend most of your time naturally in these high-level emotions. And sometimes, being 

human, you fall back into less nicer feelings, and you ACCEPT it. These are as perfect, just 

as the ones you’ve become accustomed to. 

Your sense of FREEDOM is on the supreme TOP: you feel UNLIMITED and FREED from 

most of the limitations of the world whatsoever.  You ARE. 

You feel COMPLETE, and having UNLIMITED POWER on anything in your life. You don’t 

try to create, manifest or attract anything anymore. You just surrender to GOD/the 

UNIVERSE/ the GREAT FORCE, always. Results don’t mean anything to you anymore. 

Only BEING counts. 

You are in ACCEPTANCE mode. 

You shine and ARE VISIBLE just from BEING who you are. You are visible and are not 

looking to be ;o)  

http://loveandmoneyalchemy.com/
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OK, now, my coaching questions for you: 

 

As according to me,  

 

‘Money is visible to you when you’re visible to money’ 

 

1. Where are you most of the time on this pyramid when you think of money, talk about 

money, give money, receive money? 

 

 

2. Which of these 4 levels of money consciousness do you DESIRE to BE more? 

 

 

3. What are 3 specific ways you can start to implement this new level of consciousness in 

your financial life and in your business? List them below and post them on our Facebook 

page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. In 3 months’ time, have FUN filling the level of your Money Consciousness on the blank 

Financial Pyramid hereafter ;o)  

 

Use colored pens or pencils, or even use paint, to picture it and anchor it into your cells 

while acknowledging it through the coloured level on the canvas. 

 

Your Money Consciousness level will be visible to you, in an even more tangible way, 

and thus, real money will be more visible to you!  

 

Then, you’ll know you’re loving yourself and money enough  

to show up, stand tall and be VISIBLE!  

http://loveandmoneyalchemy.com/
https://www.facebook.com/lovemoneyalchemy/
https://www.facebook.com/lovemoneyalchemy/
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Remember: these 4 levels of Money Consciousness are thoroughly described in 
various other forms, and you can exercise them with practical tools, in my book  

 

HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS: 
Own your Worth and Attract Money  

 

I encourage you to get it, read it, implement the exercises and ‘money games’ offered in it, 
and HAVE FUN with these ;o) 
 
 
And then … 
 
 

Come and post your question on our Facebook page,  

answer the questions of others,  

share your answers to the questions above,  

and network joyfully and richly. 

 

  

http://loveandmoneyalchemy.com/
https://www.amazon.com/How-Succeed-Business-Worth-Attract-ebook/dp/B01MYTMBYX/
https://www.amazon.com/How-Succeed-Business-Worth-Attract-ebook/dp/B01MYTMBYX/
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Marcelle della Faille, known as the Attraction Queen, is an author, a 

translator, a mentor, a trainer and Law of Attraction expert whose first 

book « Le secret de la loi d'Attraction” (The Law of Attraction 

Secret), quickly became a best-seller in 2005. Her other books - the 

Workbook for Law of Attraction Secret, The Prosperity Odyssey, A 

Secret Within Their Reach for children, all offer valuable lessons on 

the practical application of the universal principles of attraction 

and alignment in the personal and professional lives or tens of 

thousands of readers. Her most recent book How to succeed in business: Own your worth and 

attract money, published on Kindle and Amazon, will help you take the road of ‘Spiritual 

Entrepreneurship’ in order to live your ideal life and understand that it is possible to attract money 

while owning who you really are and running the business you adore. 

 

Also translator of numerous New Thought books (as The Science of Getting Rich, The Science of 

well-Being, The Science of Being Great, from Wallace D. Wattles, and ‘The Master Key’ and ‘Cause 

and Effect’ from Charles F. Haanel, and ‘The Secret of Ages’, from Robert Collier), Marcelle is well-

known for her writings and training programs that inspire you to develop your passion into a profitable 

business.  

She has now expanded her business to the 

English-speaking audience through the 

creation of the loveandmoneyalchemy.com 

website. Through this website, I help women 

entrepreneurs recognize the alchemy 

between love and money in order to 

transform their limiting beliefs into love so they can become a high-income magnet.  

Marcelle della Faille’s life experience and her 15 years of practice and teaching of the Law of 

Attraction have also led her to design workshops and 

powerful Frenchspeaking training programs in the field of 

Law of Attraction , Aligned Writing and Entrepreneurship. 

Founder and director of the Aficea coaching school, her 

experience, which she loves to share, has transformed the 

lives of tens of thousands of people ... Successfully! 

 

. 

For more information about Marcelle della Faille’s 

programs and teachings, register to her newsletter, 

where you’ll be directly informed of her new 

opportunities and offers), or contact our team at 

equipe-aficea@aficea.com 

 

http://loveandmoneyalchemy.com/
http://www.loveandmoneyalchemy.com/
http://aficea.com/5-etapes-doubler-vos-revenus-en-60-jours/
mailto:equipe-aficea@aficea.com
http://loi-d-attraction.com

